These two universities are unique in their organisation and their influence*
They are entirely self-governing institutions, Each consists of a number of
colleges ; Oxford has twenty-four and Cambridge eighteen, but twenty-three
of these were founded before 1500, The ancient buildings and the tradition
that clings round them cannot be reproduced. The tutorial method of study,
based on an intimate* relation between student and tutor, is the foundation of
the academic method. Lectures are given every day on a wide variety of
subjects. But the student plans his course of study with his tutor, decides
which lectures are most worth attending, and for the rest works on his own
and in his own room. Every conceivable type of club and organised activity,
athletic, social, political, musical and dramatic is organised and conducted
by the students. Statesmen, divines, and men and women of eminence in
every field are accustomed to visit them. Thus an undergraduate grows up
in a privileged and stimulating atmosphere, and the long vacations give him
time to work and travel. These universities, which were once the stronghold
of Conservatism and the Anglican Church, are now the homes of every type
of learning* About one-third of the students come from Public Elementary
Schools and nearly half the students receive aid and assistance from some public
fund or other. It is impossible within these pages to estimate the influence
of Oxford and Cambridge on Britain, the Empire and the world. They are
not merely universities among others ; they are part of the English heritage.
This is not to underestimate the place of London University with its
constituent colleges, its wide influence and its cosmopolitan student body. The
modern universities tend to be more local or regional Situated in great in-
dustrial towns they are, more related to local industries and they include on their
Councils some representatives from outside bodies. All of them offer oppor-
tunities for study and research in the main professions, but some excel in
particular subjects. Thus Liverpool is famous for architecture and tropical
medicine, Manchester for its school of economic history and aural research.
Specialist training, especially for the teaching profession, is more prominent
than at Oxford and Cambridge, Each has an extensive extra-mural department.
The majority of the students travel daily from their homes or live in lodgings
but the provision of residential hostels is growing.
What is the function of the University in the modem world ? Medieval
universities were schools of professional training for divinity, law, physics
and public service within a common culture* Between the years 1600 and
1850 professional training and science in England, though not in Scotland,
became divorced from the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, where the
classical discipline was regarded rather as a preparation for public life in church
and state* More recently the steady increase in specialist students has tended
to produce competent practitioners with a limited range of outlook*' Natural
Science has widened its field to include medicine, engineering, chemistry and
physics and many further sub-divisions. Social Science, together with the
related studies of economics and anthropology hate lagged behind. In this
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